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NOTE: Attempt any FIW questions. All question carry equal marks.

Q'l a) If a website receives 90 hits an hour, what is the probab ility i) they will go at least 4 minutes between
hits? iy' \^/-e ale waiting more than 2 minutes for a hit.we have already waited 1 rninute? fty' there is
exactly three hits in I minute?

b) If the probability is 0'40 that a child exposed to a certain contagious disease will catch it, what is the
probability that the tenth chilcl exposed to the disease will be the thira to catch it? -- ^- -'^:

;. c,) A.;gr4dr"rate statistics course t?s,7 mal-es and 3 female students. The professor wants to select two
students'at tandom to help her conduct a research project. What is the probability that the trvo
students chosen are females? 

$z+4+4) .

Q'2 a) The amount of.time a bank:teller ipends with each customer is normally distributed'*iih rn.un::.to
minutes and'standard deviation 0.40 minutes. If a random rr-oi";i;;"#;;.;;*,li*i*
is the Probability that the mean time spent per customer will-be at least 3 minutes ii) there is g5%
chance that the sample mean will be below how many minutes?

6/ A mafteting researJh analyst iollects data for , rundorr, sample of 100 customers who purchased a
particular coupon special. They spent an average of l2ZB.5 rupees in the store with a standard
deviation of 330 rupees. Before seeing these sample results, the marketing manager had claimed that
the average purchase by those responding to the coupon offer would be at least 1250 rupees. Test,:the
claim using SYolevelof significance. ---r---' -"''''r-.,

c) An airline wants to estimate the proportion of non-business passengers on a new route. A randoni,'
sample of 347 passengers on this route is selected, and 201 *" forrnJto be business travelers. Ci;u ;
90% conficlence interval for the proportion of non-business travelers on the new route oruir. irrJ"o'o"

(9+6+s)

Q3 s) Consider the battery life of two brands of laptop computer in hours. Test at 5yolevelof significa*ce
that the battery life of brand-B has a larger variance than that of brand-A

b) Find 90% confidence interval for the ratio of population rarMrand-A ancl brand-B.

Qa 0 Fit a least square regression line for the
I

observations of the yield of a chemical reaction taken at
v ario us tenrperatures.

b) Testp=0usingt-test
c) Test tbr lack of fit.

at 1,% level of signiflcance.

(s+s+I0)

P.T.O. r

jl{t! degree C) Y (%)
150 77.4 76.7 79,2
200 84.1 94.5 93.7
250 gg.g - gg.2 gg.7
300 94.9 94j 95 q



Q.5 u)

b) set of obsel'vations eaclr of which is randomly drawn from normal

G4). Use Bartlett's test to test for the equality of variances.

G1 46 105 37 8249 44

G2 92 106

G3 no
G4 111 178 150 83

(s+1s)

e.6 a) A prachine is adjusted to dispense acrylic paint thinner into a container. Would you say that the

, amount of paint thinner being dispensed by this machine varies randomly if the contents of the next

15 containers are measured and found to be 3.6, 3.g,4-1,3'6, 3'8, 3'7,3'4,4'0, 3'8' 4'7'3'9' 4'0' 3'8'

' 4.2 and 4.1 litres?

h) The nicoti'e content (in miuigrams) of two brands of cigarettes was found to be as follows' Test the

hypothesis that the *"aiu
'Brand-A

(10+10)
4.1 0.6 3. 1 2.5 4.0 6"2 2.2 1.9 5.4

Q.7 a) Prove the Brandt and Snedecor formula for chi-square'
" 

U) A doctor.believes that the proportions of births inthis country on each day of the week are equal' A,

simple ranclo,r sample of 700 births from a recent year is selected, ancl the results are presented in

the table below. aia signilicance level of 0.01, is there enough evidence to support the claim of

AS 4 Find L'Y

b) Consider

x ru r54 156

12.410 12.49A

Q.9 What is meant by sequeltial analysis? Explain the general testing procedure of sequential test'

The res*lts of a random sample of children with pain from musculoskeletal injuries treated with

acetaminophen, ibtrprofen, or codeine are shown in the table' At cr : 0' 1, is there enough evidence to

conclude that the treatment and results are independent?

S i gnif, c ant hnprovelqg![ 58 81 67

Slieht Improvernent 19 39
(8+12)

State the properties of an

Consider the following
populatiorrs (G l, G2, G3,

F-distributiort.

t.6

', 
where y = ox3 + bxz * cx * d and the interval of differencing is h.

the data below and evaluate r/f$ using Lagrange's interpolation formula'

(I 0+10)

o)

b)

z: 4.0 6.3 5.4 4.8 3.'7 6-1 3.3

doctor?

114 116 r12Freqtlenc
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NOTE: Attempt any FOUR questions. All questian catry equal marlcs.

Q,l.a) Define the follo*ing terms: ff Ol

i) Event sPace and its ProPerties
' iD Collectively exhaustive events

iii) ConditionalProbability
iv) Characteristicfunction
v) Random exPeriment

b) lf I married couples are seaied at random at-a round table, compute the tll
.,. probability that no wife sits next to her husband.

c) A problem is given to three persons P, Q, R whose respective chances of (4)

soiving it are 217, 4f7, 4t9, respectively. What is the probability that the
problem is solved?

d) How many six digits numbers are there? How many of them contain the digit (4)

4?
Q.2.a) Bowl Br contains two red and four white chips, bowl Bz contains one red and (7)

two white chips, and bowl Be contains five red and four white chips' The
I I 1lprobabilities for selecting the bowls Br, Bz and Br are :, - anr 

2

respectively. A chip drawn at random from one of the bowls turns out to be

red. Find the probabilities that it came from bowl Br, bowl Bz and bowl Bs'

b) From a group of 8 women and 6 men a committee consisting of 3 men and (6)' 
3 women is to be formed. How many different committees are possible if

i) 4 of the men refuse to serve togethel
ii) 1 man and 1 woman refuse to serve together?'

c) Show that for the rectangular distribution (6)

1

f(x)- ^ -a<x<ata
I

The m.g.f. about origin is - Sinhat. Also show that the moments of even

order given by
. 

a2,
ltz" = 

12r.+11.

d) State and prove Chebyshev's inequality. (6)

Q.3.a) Derive mean and variance of Hypergeometric distribution. (10)

P.T.O.
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b)

c)
.

, Find the probability generating function and moment generating function of
the Poisson,distribution and;show that its cumulants are equal.

.. : -, '..'ti':';:':::::,-'t.::': , l'': r:

For binom ial d istrib ution ;, piove the relation

ttr+1 = w(nru,-, i,g) where p, = rthmoment about mean.
\

Derive the characteiistic fuhction'of the"Cauchy Distribution.

Show that when n is very large and neither p nor q is very small, normal
distribution is a limiting foim oi binomial distribution.

Derive mean and variance of Weibulldistribution.

(10)

(5)

Q.4.a)

b)

c)

Q'5'a) Derive the X'-drstribution.

b) Given the joint density function

(10)

(10)

(5I

(15)

(10)

Q.6: a)

b)

c)

Q.7,a)

0<X<2,0<y<1
f (x,Y,) = J ,

elsewhere

i) Show that the p.d.f. above is a valid density function
ii) Find marginal densiti of X and Y
iii) Compute E(X), Va(X) and E(XY)
iv) Find (x/y) and evaluate P(1t4<X <1l2lY =113)

lf,Xand Y are independent Gamma variates find the distribution of X+Y and (10)
1/

-: - Where X- gamma(o,1) and Y- gamma(B,1).
X+Y
lf X has a bivariate normal diskibution then show that conditional distribution (10)
,,:,,,.eanF,+P9(X_l,,)and'ua,iance

of Y given X = x is normal with mean ltv + Pt'\x - pr) and variar 
l

lf Xhas standard normal distribution. Find the distribution of Y =Xz (5)

A sample of odd size n=2r+lis taken from the rectangular distribution

f(x)=l 0<x(l (10)

The median is (r +l)th member of the sample arranged in ascending order.

Find the variance of the median.

b) lf X and Y are random variables with p.d.f (10)

f (*,r) = 4xye-(r'+Y')g < x;y ( o

Find the p.f of Zwhere Z -

c) lf the random variable X has normal distribution with mean 'm' and variance (5)

'o"'. Obtain the distribution of Y=aX+b, where 'a' and 'b' are real numbers.

+Y2
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Q.l a) Disouss why using two-sample t-tests

variance.

is not an appropriate alternative to analysis of ( 10)

b)
:i, i ; l

Show matherna,tioally how thp toJal sum of squares is partitioned into the error sum (15)

of s-quarpsr anid.treatment sum of squares. Find the number of degrees of freedom.' ,,i

urrociut"d with eqch of these. ." ' ,'- :.. ^.

Yu=F*a1+8,+e, ' :'

For i =7;2, -..r j =1,2, ....k

Find:the expected riean squares when s and B are considered to be random.

Derive formula: fbr estirnating N rnissing values in Latin Square Design when .(13)
values are rnissing in differentlolumns, rJws and treatments. AIso deduce it to the: '

case of two missing,observations. What changes will occur in ANOVA table after

Given the following'abbreviated analysis of variance for a Randomized Complete (15)
'j

Block doc CS

Source of '

Variation
d.f. Surn of

Squares

Mean Square

Blocks 0.401 4

Treatments 3 0.3 9953

Error 27 0.6249

i. Complete the analysis after filling the missing values.

ii, Compute the standard error for a treatment mean and for the difference

iii. The treatmEht'means are 1..464, 1.195, 1,.325 and 1.662. What mean or

rneans do you suspect might represent different population?

iv. Estimate the efficiency of this design relative to Completely Randomized

design.
Construct a 5x5 Graeco-Latin Square experimental design, indicating the steps in (10)

the construction, and give the anaiysis of variance appropriate to this design.

What are the assumptions behind a covariance analysis? In the process of analyzing (10)

data by a covariance analysis, what tests of significance are made?

P.T.O.

Q.2 a)

b)

Q.3 a)

b)

Q-4 a)



b) For an experiment, the results are summ arizedby the following sum of squares and (15)

products
S"*ae of Variation d.f zx1 -zY' IXY
Blocks 5 7 472.6 6.3 1 -1 1 1.65

Treatments 6 116020.3 112.86 3598.05

Error ,30 286;65.1 23.23 682.20

Total 4\ 15215 8.0 142.40 4168.60

i. Based on the elror sums of squares and products, is the regression of Y on

X significant at o,:0'05?

ii. If yes pr not ,compute the analysis and draw conclusion about the

sigrifi"un." of treatment means'

Write the difference between Yates iactniq,r" and sign table rnethod for computing (10)

contrasts by giving examples' 
,nt nr rhree fertilizer tevelp each (15)

An experiment was laid to see the effect of three fertilizeqs n, p and k at two

(i,e.,, applied and irl'ilrrJitlii. ili-:igrii-c"*ulndtigns were randbrnjzed in each

replication.$etup;';;ly;i;.lru*iu".E-iotest!he.$gnificancO,ofMarnEffectsand
Iriteractions from the data giyen below:

Q.5 a)

b)

Q-6 a)

b)

What do you
conf,ounding?

confounding? Atso explain in detait what is partial (10)

Complete ANOVA table
::-.

for the following factorial experiment' ABC is (15)

colnpletel confounded

bc: 8 (2s)
Q.7 Write tt . "oi. 

on following toPics

a) Randomizatlon
b) Degrees of freedom..

d) steps in construction of experimental design

e) Fixed effect and Random effect modet

Replicate IIReplicate I

1): 12
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NOTE: Attempt any FIW questions. All questions carry equal matk.

Q#l (a)
i. Simple random sampling for proportions
ii. Accuracy and precision with refbrence to sampling theory

08

(b) ofDiscuss the various
survey.

steps involved during the plan+ing and execution a T2

Q#2(a) For sirnple random sampling, show that the sample mean y-- is an

estimator of the population meari 7 an{,vari.ance of sample mean is
rN-h

v(!) = ( * Js,
Note: Use Cornfield approach to prove this.

unbiased
given by

10

(b) lf yi, xi are a pair of variates defined on every unit in the population and !,
are the corresponding means from a simple random sample of size n, then
prove that

N:n f $
Cov(r,Y) = * ffi / ,(xi 

- x)(yi - Y)

i=1

10

Q#3 (a) In stratified random sampling with a linear cost function of the form
C =Co+lCnnn, show that the variance of the estimated mean y]s is a

minimum for a specified cost C, and the cost is minimum for the specified

variance V(!r),when n1 is proportional bW

IZ

(b) Define "Preferred
selestion of sample

theSamples" and "Non-preferred
is controlled?

Sarrples". How 08

Q#a (a)

where

D"iqiitt" 
" 

practical .iumpt?-in *f,ich cluster sampling can be used.

SEowl[atEe variance of rrie-mEanofEe systematic sarnS is 
' 

'

10

:-
10(b)

Q#s(a) t2Discuss three methods of selecting a sample that lead to an unbiased ratio
tyoe estimate.

(b) Obtain the variance of Pprwhich is minimum, under the rnodel y i = Bxi * ei 08

Q#6 (a) Derive the expressions for separate and combined regression estimates of
mean and variance in stratified sampling, which has the smaller variance.

(,

10

P.T.O.



(b) Suppose ttut
drawn_from an infinite super-population in wtrictr yri= o +' Fir+ ,;'*fr.r. qare independent with z"ro m"ao and varian c" o!-io, n*.a ,, p*;: ,h;i f"i
any size of sample, the_ linear regression estimatJr y,, is moaer *uiu."a ,Jti,
variance V (! u)
n:^ ttA^ r1- -

ffil *ffio!

10

Q#7 (a) JJIDT/LIDJ

situation.
rf ^ ^r -^_

tIltr apprloarlon or cluster sampling by

t.

help of a practicalthe

t

08

LL q riuflPre
drawn ,from
glement ! is

t2

 , l|fl ^/ \

I* V#6 (a/t_lru)
l-::

what ts Double sampling? Explain by the help of an examffi

n
replacement, show that an unbiased estimate of V(?rpr) is

n

10

10

Q#e Write a short note on the followingl
Circular systematic sampling
Inverse sarnpling
Two-stage sampling
Non-response error

5'each


